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BULLETIN NO. 46. 
EARTHEN DAMS. 
BY SAMUEL FORTIER. 
I:STRODUCTION. 
According to the last *census, 92Yz per cent. of the Utah 
farms are irrigated. The advancement of agriculture in 
this State mainly depends upon the water, the available 
supply of which, in many of the older settled lo(:alities of 
the State, is already wholly utilized during the irrigation 
period. The future reclamation of new lands in such local-
ities must, therefore, wait on the development of new 
sources of supply from storage reservoirs, sub-surface sup-
plies, or from a more economical use of the su mmer flow of 
the available streams. 
tFrom estimates and measurements made by the hydro-
graphers.of the United States Geological Survey, the mini-
mum flow of the Utah streams during the season of matur-
ing crops is only about one-seventh of the average annual 
flow. If, therefore, it were possible by storage reservoirs 
to maintain the flow of the streams so that their summer 
discharge would be equal to the average for the year, the 
area irrigated might be increased seven-fold. 
In the older irrigated countries of the world, the dams 
for. storage reservoirs have been built chiefly of earth, and 
there is good reason to believe that the same material will 
be extensively used for like purposes in the future. 
This brief treatise on Earthen Dams is herewith presented 
to western irrigators in the hope that it may aid them in. 
the development of Arid America. 
*Report on Agriculture b y Irrigation Eleventh Census, by F . H . Newell. 
tResults of Stream Measurements by F. H. NewelL, Progress Report, U . S . Geo-
logical Survey. 
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CHARACTER OF THE MATERIALS.* 
Earth dams are composed of varying proportions of 
gravel, sand, silt, clay, organic matter and water. The 
same ingredients which constitute the cultivated fields and 
their underlying strata are, in nearly every case, the most , 
convenient and also the most suitable materials to use. 
A consideration of the nature of the materials forming a 
reservoir embankment leads us, therefore, directly to that 
of soils and sub-soils. For this purpose the physical rtnd 
mechanical properties of soils are of much more importance 
than their chemical ingredients. It is not essential, for 
example, that we know the amount of quartz, feldspar, 
lime, or any other mineral in any given case, but the size 
and weight of the grains, the amount of air space they en-
close, the percentages of air and water contained in these 
open spaces and the effects produced by saturation, drouth 
and frost as well as the action produced by such forces as 
gravity, capillarity and evaporation, are of great impor-
tance. To such an extent is this true, that one might say, 
without exaggeration, that the success of works of this 
character rests mainly upon the fact that they were de-
signed and built in accordance with facts obtained by care-
fully made tests and an intimate knowledge of the physical 
properties of the materials. 
For twenty years and more men have been engaged in 
testing the physical qualities of iron, steel, cements and 
the various kinds of timber, and the knowledge thus ac-
quired, when coupled with the c~rrect applications of the 
principles of mechanics, has given to the world its modern 
structures composed of a minimum of materials with a max-
imum of strength and efficiency. Reservoir embankments, 
on the other hand, have been built without the requisite 
knowledge of the character of the materials used, and the 
result has been in many cases, failures, and in others, an 
excessive amount of materials imperfectly compacted. 
"" 'The Storage of Water in Earthen Reservoirs" by Samuel Fortier in Transac-
tions Canadian Society Civil Engineers, Vol. 1896. 
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The site having been determined,. samples of the under-
lying strata can best be obtained by test pits. They cost 
more than samples obtained by boring but the additional 
information gained from a close inspection of the sides and 
bottom of each test pit much more than compensates for 
the extra cost. To avoid danger to workmen from caving 
in and, in many instances, the necessity of shoring, the 
writer makes these pits elliptical. By having the major 
axis, say 18 feet and the minor six feet, it is possible to dig 
with picks and shovels to a depth of 30 feet or more by 
leaving a bench of six feet one-third the way down and a 
second bench or berm of the same width two-thirds of the 
distance from the top. Samples can then be taken from 
each pit at every change in the formation. Sieves gradu-
ated from five meshes to the linear inch downwards in fine-
ness to 10, 15, 20, etc., meshes may be used to grade as to 
texture, the materials yv-hen dried. When a portion of each 
vf these graded samples is washed and afterwards examined 
by a good lens, the shape and mineral character of all the 
larger particles can be determined. The finer particles of 
sand, silt and clay, or all less than say one-hundredth of an 
inch in diameter, are much more difficult to classify, but in 
all important works tests of them should be made by some 
competent chemist having a mechanical soil separator like 
those invented by Doctor~ Hilgard and Osborne. 
The following classification as to the size of particles 
contained in so1.1s and sub-soils is now used by most authors 
on soil analysis. The diameters of the particles are given 
for each class both in millimeters and in inches: 
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TABLE 1. 
Conventional Name. Si.ze in M. M. Size in inches. 
Coarse gravel . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .... . . .. . to 6 to 34 
Gravel .. .. . .. , 6 to 4 34 to 
12 
1 
Fine gravel . .. . . . 2 to 1 to 
12 25 
1 1 
Coarse sand 1 to 5 to 
25 50 
1 1 
Med ium saud .5- to .25 to 
50 100 
1 1 
Fine sand . . 
.25 to . 05 to 
100 500 
1 1 
Silt . . 
.05 to .01 to -
500 2500 
1 1 
Fine !)ilt . .. . .... ..... . . .01 to .005 to -
2500 5000 
1 1 
Clay .. . ... . . . . ~ ..... . . . .. . . .005 to .0001 - to - -
5000 25000 
That the reader may get a clearer , idea of the approxi-
mate proportions of gravel, sand, silt and clay in the soils 
commonly cultivated, the following table, compiled chiefly 
from the publishe~ works of Prof. Whitney, is herein given. 
No.1 is the red clay tile of the Potomac Valley near Balti-
more, and No.2 is a blue clay of the same locality used for 
making stoneware pipe. No.3 is a 'clay' soil so-called 
taken from a truck field on James Island, S. Carolina. No. 
4 is a heavy loam, from Hatfield, Mass., and No.5, a close 
retentive soil. No.6 is a sample of the lightest grade of 
sandy land of southern Maryland. No.7 and 8 are early 
truck land from the same State: 
o. Kind of· Soil . 
1 Red f:lay . . . . .... . . 
2 Blue Clay . ... . 
3 Clay Land . .. ... .. . . 
4 Heavy Loam . . ... .. . . ... . 
5 Meadow Land .. . . . ..... . 
6 Sandy Land . ..... . '. . . . .. 
7 ILight Trucl< Soil . . . . 
8 Gravelly :'oam. . . . . . . . . . 
TABLE II • 
• ::.; ~ di §. ] ~£1 ~ ~-d ;;-g rJJ 
... ~ ,';: ~ ~ ~ ,~ die O~ ..., ()rJJ ~ ,.n ~ 
6.24 0.00 000 0.50 4 .63 9 .62 25 .13 13 .44 42.34 
4 .61 0.00 0.00 0.29 1. 27 8 .93 20.16 16 .74 50 .02 
1.62, 0.00 0.54 1.03 !!3.20 3.2213.22 3.58 3.59 
3.45 0.00 0 .00 0 .10 0.43 21. 88 67.00 3.41 2.61 
4.75 0 .00 0 .00 0.05 0.50 32.64 49 .32 5 . 46 6 .79 
0.24 045 10.33 46.29 20 .15 8 .17 7 .11 2 .29 4 .77 
0.00 0.49 4 .96 40 .19 27 .59 12 .10 7 .74 2.23 4 .40 
3.18 6 .06 22.09 29.87 9 .82 6.52 110 .71 3.86 i .89 
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* According to Schubler the average weights of one cubic 
foot of various soils as they exist in nature, are as follows: 
Dry silicious, or calcareous sand. . .. .' 100 pounds. 
Half sand and haH clay ... . . . . . ...... 96 " 
Common arable soil .. . .... . . . . . . . .. 80 to 90 " 
Heavy clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 " 
Garden mould rich in vegetable matter . 70 " 
Peat soil . . . . . . . . . . 30 to 50 " 
The difference in weight between a clay and a sandy soil 
for instance is due largely to the greater number of open 
spaces in the former · and not to any material difference in 
the specific gravity of the grains. 
A cubic foot of a very sandy soil cp ntains .about 40 per 
cent. by volume of air space, while a soil derived from 
limestone contains about 60 per cent. air space. 
According to Whitney the percentages of open spaces in 
the following typical soils of Maryland are: - . 
TABLE III. 
Light truck land . .. . . . .. .... . .. . .. . . 37.3 per cent. 
Pine barrens, chiefly sand . . .. . . . . . 40.0 " 
Sandy land .. .. ..... . . . ...... . ... .41. 8 
Wheat land . .. .... . . ... . . ...... . . . . . . . .42 .7 
Tobacco land ...... . . .. .. . .. .. 50 .0 
Gummy land ..... . . . . . . . 58.5 
Outside of the laboratory it is impossible to find soils 
completely saturated z'. e. with all the spaces filled with 
water. These open spaces contain air and water in varying 
amounts. In dry soils there is a large proportion of air and 
a correspondingly small proportion of water, wh,ile in wet 
soils these proportions are reversed. I 
In irrigated regions where it is possible to control the 
soil moisture, long experience has shown that the best crops 
can be raised when the open spaces contain nearly equal 
volumes of air and water. Thus the water-holding capacity 
of heavy clay soils is about 44lbs. of water in every 100 lbs. 
of saturated soil and the most favorable condition for plant 
*Experiment Station Record, Vol. 1893, p. 315. 
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growth in such soils is when they contain from 16 to 24 lbs. 
of water in 100 lbs. of moist soil. 
The following table gives the approximate number of 
grains in each classification of similar weights: 
TABLE IV. 
Fine g r a"vel " 
Coa rse sand """ " " .... , .. . . . , 
Medium sand , . . . . .. . 
Fine a nd .. . .... .... . 
Very fine sand . . .. , .. . , 
Silt .... . ...... . .. . , .. . ....... .. .. . 
Fine silt . , .. . . . , . . . ... ... . , . . ... . 
Clay . ..... . . . .. . .. . . .. ......... •.•. 
1.4 g rain s . 
17. 0 
13<), 0 
1370 .0 
27360 .0 
274000.0 
li28ooo0 .0 
449280000 0 
A study of the facts stated above in reference to the char-
acter of the materials forming reservoir embankments con-
vinces one of the wide physical differences existing between 
the various kinds of available materials. Table 1 shows 
that the particles may vary 1n size from coarse gravel to 
grains of clay which may equal in diameter one-twenty-
five-thousandth part of an inch; that is to say, that the 
smallest particles may be twenty-five-thousand times smaller 
than the largest, and that over 250 billion grains of fine 
clay could be packed in a cubic inch of reservoir embank-
ment. In regard to weight, this property may vary from 
35 lbs. per cubic foot in light peat soils to 110 lbs. per cubic 
foot in sandy soils; while the percentage by volume of open 
space is found to be greatest in dry clay which is occasion-
ally 60. and least in sandy or gravelly soils composed of 
different sized grains which may be as low as 30.' Such be-
ing the general conditions, the practical phase of the ques-
tion which presents itself to the engineer and irrigator, is 
to adopt the best means of forming the most compact mass 
with the porous materials to be found adjacent to the pro-
po~ed dam. 
FORMING A COM.P ACT EMBANKMENT. 
The belief is prevalent among laymen and engineers in-
experienced in this kind of work, that any country road 
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foreman who is familiar with the handling of earth, is 
qualified to superintend the building of earthen dams. 
They fail to understand" the difference between an embank-
ment capable of withstanding a load and one compact and 
stable enough to retain water. In highways and railroad 
fills, little, if any, attention is given to packing the materi-
ials. The fill when completed is m~ar1y as porous as the 
soils and" sub-soils of which it is composed. When a cubic 
yard of earth is removed from the pit to the fill, its bulk is 
increased by about one and one-half in sandy soil to six per 
cent. in hard clay soil, and the subsequent shrinkage of from 
5 to 15 per cent. finally reduces it from 90 to y5 per cent. of 
its original volume. But soils and sub-soils in their natural 
state contain from 30 to 60 per cent. by volume open 
space, and the ordinary high way, or railroad fills, are 
thus shown to be porous masses wholly unfit to impound 
water. 
In the building of earthen dams something more is needed 
than the piling up of a mass of porous materials. He who 
desires to build a safe dam with a minimum amount of 
earth, must attend closely to the following features: 
1. The rela ti ve size of the grains. 
2. The percentage by volume of open space. 
3. The proportions of air and water contained ln these 
open spaces. 
4. The best mode of filling the interstices between the 
larger grains with the smaller grains. 
5. The best mode of expelling the greater part of the air 
contained in the open spaces. 
6. Making the embankment proof against the action of 
extreme drouth, or excessive saturation. 
This Experiment Station, recognizing- the urgent need of 
greater storage facilities for the surplus waters of the State 
and the prominent plac~ which earthen dams would occupy 
in such construction, began some time ago a ~eries of ex-
periments on the best mode of compacting soils and sub-
soils. The amount of money available for such purposes 
being very small, the tests were not carried to that length 
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which the economic value of the subject demands. but 
enough has been , done to show the general trend of the in-
vestigations. 
Sand suitable for cement concrete was carted from a bank. 
placed under cover and allowed to remain for about two 
months until quite dry, when it was separated by graduated 
sieves into four grades-coarse sand, medium sand, fine 
sand, and very fine sand. In the same way bank gravel 
was obtained in two sizes. Grains that would pass through 
round holes one-quarter of an inch in diameter and be re-
tained by holes one-sixth of an inch, were classed as gravel 
and the grains left between sieves one-sixth to one-twelfth 
inches were classed as fine gravel. 
The silt was a mixtu're of vegetable matter and extremely 
fine sand. The clay was a brick fire clay and was air-dried, 
ground and passed through graduated sieves. 
Boxes were made containing some even part of a cubic 
yard and graduated from bottom to top. The smallest box 
used was one foot in height and contained .01 cubic yard. 
The materials were poured into the boxes through a funnel 
five-eighths inches in diameter, from a height of 0.85 feet, 
and the weight of each determined. 
To determine the percentage of ~pen space in each, a 
given volume was poured from a height of 0.85 feet into a 
known volume of water and the volume of water thus con-
tained in the interstices gave the percentage by volume of 
open space. 
In the following table the percentage by volume of open 
space in the clay is not given on account of its tendency to 
"swell" when immersed in water. Assuming_ the specific 
gravity of the solid particles of the clay to be 2.40, the per-
centage of open space would be about 0.65. 
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TABLE V. 
Material. S ize, inches. 
Weight Percent' gel Tempe ra· T empera-
per cubic by yolume ture of ture of 
yard, lb . ope n space material . water. 
G ravel ~ to ~250 45 .0 48 deg. F. 35 deg. F. 
6 
1 
F ine gravel to 2275 45 .7 48 35 ." 
6 U 
1 1 
Coarse sand to 2200 47 .7 46 44 
25 50 
1 1 
Medium sand . .... . . .. to 2150 SO. 46 44 
SO 100 
1 1 
Fine sand . . . ... . .. ... . to 215{} 48.3 46 ~ 
100 500 
1 1 
v.ery fi ne s ana . .. . .... to - 2025 47!i 46 44 
500 1500 
1 1 
ilt to -- 1<)25 51. 7 46 44 
1500 2500 
1 1 
C lay to -- t380 
2500 10000 
Having determined the size of the grains, the weight per 
cubic yard of each grade of soil in its dry state, which var-
ied from 94.4 lbs. per cubic foot in gravel to 51. llbs in drj 
day, and the percentage by volume of open space, a series 
<>f tests was made to determine the proper amounts to take of 
each grade and the best mode of mixing the several ingred-
ients in order to form the densest mass. The writer was 
'led to follow out such a line of experiments from a G:onsid-
<eration ot the fact that no one kind or grade of materials 
would make either a safe or a serviceable dam. 
An embankment formed of gravel would be stable and 
unaffected by the action of frost, drought, or moisture, but 
the 45 per cent. of open space in .gravel would allow the 
water to pass through it. Sand would be more impervious 
but less stable and more affected by drought and excessive 
moisture. Soils containing a high percentage of organic: 
matter might make an impervious embankment, but the 
necessary weight and compactness would be wanting. The 
same is true of all clays. Clayey 'Soils are often styled 
heavy soils, but, as we have seen, such soils are the most 
porous and are capable of absorbing large percentages of 
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water. The tendency of clay to swell when wet, and shrink 
and crack when dry, renders it a treacherous material for 
reservoir embankments when u;:;ed alone. Since there are 
serious objections to each class of the materials named when 
used alone, the writer made various mixtures of the coarse 
and the fine in such ratios as to resemble cement concretes. 
To those who are not familiar with cement concrete con-
struction, it may be said that the cement is ground very 
fine and that sufficient is added to a given volume of sand 
to fill all the empty spaces within the sand and ad.mit of a 
slight surplus. This mixture is then made into a stiff mor-
tar and mixed with broken rock or gravel in such propor-
tions that each particle of rock or gravel will be entirely 
imbedded in the cement mortar. In proportioning the in-
gredients for the following mixtures the object sought was 
to add sufficient fine soil such as silt or clay to fill slightly 
in excess of all the empty spaces in the sand and to mix 
with the gravel a sufficient volume of sand and silt, or 
sand and clay, to fill more than all the open spaces in the 
gravel. 
These mixtures the writer has termed clay concrete and 
the results of the tests are as follows: 
CLAY CONCRETE No. 1. 
Gravel . ...... . .... . . . .. .. 1.00 cubic yards. 
Coarse sand.. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. 0.25 " 
Very fine sand.. . . . . . 0.27 " 
Clay . .. . . . ... 0.43 " 
Total . .. ...... ... 1.95 " 
(a) When No.1 mixture was thoroughly mixed dry and 
poured from a height of 0.85 feet its volume was 1.546 cubic 
yards. 
(b) When thoroughly mixed and tamped dry in one-tenth 
of a foot layers, its volume was 1.240 cubic yards. 
(c) When poured slowly into water and mixed, its volume 
was ~. 26 cu bie yarQs. 
(d) When moistened sufficiently to form a stiff paste and 
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tamped in one-tenth of a foot layers, its volume was 1.312 
cubic yards. 
CLAY CONCRETE No.2. 
Fine gravel ..... . . . .... . .. 0.90 cubic yards. 
Fine sand .. ... ...... 0.56 " 
Silt ' . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . ... 0.42 " 
Total .... .. ... . .. 1.88 . " 
(a) When No.2 mixture was mixed dry and poured from 
a height of 0.85 feet its volume was 1,526 cubic yards. 
(b) When mixed dry and thoroughly tamped its volume 
was 1,294 cubic yards. 
(c) When mixed dry and poured from a height of 0.85 
feet into water, mixed but not tamped, and the excess of 
water drained through holes covered with canvass in the 
bottom of the box, its volume was 1,256 cubic yards. 
Cd) When mixed dry and moistened with 0.277 cubic 
yards water at a temperature of 41 degrees Fahr. into a stiff 
paste and well tamped, its volume was 1.296 cubic yards. 
CLAY CONCRETE No.3. 
No.3 is identical with No.2 except that 0.58 cubic yards 
of clay is sUbstituted for 0.42 cubic yards silt. 
Fin~ gravel. .. . ... . ... ...... 0.90 cubic yards. 
Fine sand . ....... .. ........ 0.56 " . 
Clay . . ... . . . .... . . . . . .. . 0.58 " 
Total. .... ..... . ... 2.04 " 
(a) When No.3 mixture was mixed dry and poured from 
a height of 0.85 feet its volume was 1.604 cubic yards. 
(b) When mixed dry and well tamped, 1.324 cubic yards. 
(c) When mixed dry and poured from a height of 0.85 
feet into water, mixed but not tamped, and drained of ex-
cess water, its volume was. 
/ 
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1.432 cubic yards after experiment. 
1.420 I , ' "1 day. 
1. 360 " " 2 days. 
1.356 " .. 4 days. 
1.324 H '" 15 days. 
( a) When mixed dry and moistened with 0.307 cubic 
yards of water into a paste and well tamped, its volume was 
1.348 cubic yards which shrunk but slightly in four days. 
CLA Y CONCR ETE No.4. 
Fine gravel . . . . . . . ... . . . . 1.00 cubic yards. 
Medium sand . .. . . . . . .. . .. 0.51 " 
Silt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 0.26 ,~ 
Total .. .. . . . .... . . .. L 77 " 
(b) When No.4 mixture was mixed dry and tamped its 
volume was 1.26 cubic yards. 
( c) When mixed dry and poured from a height of 0.85 
eet into water, and mix.ed but not tamped, its volume was 
1.204 cubic yards. 
(d) When mixed· dry and moistened with 0.30 cubic yards 
water into a stiff paste and well tamped, its volume was 
1.212 cubic yards. 
FORMING A COMPACT EJ\IBANKMENT BY 
DEPOSITING THE l\IATERIALS 
UNDER WATER. 
Water, sewers, and gas mains are laid in trenches exca_ 
vated in materials somewhat similar to those which may be 
used in earth dams. Of trenches for water mains the writer 
has superintended the filling in of over 100 miles. Formerly, 
city engineers required .the trenches in all public streets to 
be filled in in three inch layers and well tamped. In the 
three systems of water works recently constructed by the 
writer in this State, permission was granted to fill the 
trenches under water in~tead of tamping the earth in thin 
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layers. The method followed was to keep separate while 
excavating the road metal, gravel, or paving, and the ordi-
nary earth. After the pipe was laid in the trench and 
caulked, care was. taken to tamp sufficient earth beneath, 
and at the sides of the pipe to give it a continuous and uni-
form bearing; then earth bridges were thrown in at inter-
vals to prevent flotation and the trench partially filled 
with water from the hydrants, or from irrigating canals. 
The ordinary earth was then plowed, shoveled, or scraped 
into the water and the road metal or gravel placed on top. 
Trenches filled with dry earth and tamped itl'Variably set-
tled more or less after a heavy rainstorm, but trenches filled 
under water. although quite soft for a few days, behaved 
much better and seldom settled. . 
The foregoing statement noes not apply to clay soils, 
since it requires too long for the wet mass to become suf-
ficiently dry to bear up the weight of a horse. 
There is every reason to believe, however, that trenches 
filled with clay placed under water in the manner indicated, 
would, when freed of the excess moisture, be more stable 
and less liable to subsequent changes. 
In building a distributing reservoir for Ogden City, Utah, 
the writer adopted a mode of compacting the materials 
somewhat similar to that outlined in filling in trenches 
under water. The location was below the old bench line 
of Lake Bonneville, a name given by geologists to the large 
fresh-water lake of which the present Great Salt Lake forms 
only a small remnant. The materials were, for the most 
part, fine sand, with occasional strata of coarse gravel, 
cobblerock, clay, or silt. The capacity of the reservoir is 
7,000,000 U. S. gals., width of embankment at flow line 
30.5 ft. , water slopes one and one-half to one, outer slopes 
two to one, depth of water 20 feet. 
After removing the surface soil a trench from 4 ft. to 6 ft. 
wide and 6 ft. deep was dug along the entire centre line of 
the proposed embankment. The base of the embankment 
was then formed and allowed to slope slightly towards its 
center. Instead of filling in the trench at once, it was 
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allowed to remain nearly full of water, and it became the 
origin of a canal in the center of the entire embankment. 
The most impervious material was deposited on the inner 
half of the embankment, while the cobblerock and more 
porous materials were deposited near the outer edge. The 
inner, and to some extent, the outer half of the embank-
ment, were built up in layers, moistened, and packed in the 
usual manner. The central portion w~s built up byempty-
ing the wheelers at each edge of the canal and shoveling 
the material into the water. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the 
partially completed reservoir embankment. 
. . 
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The mode of compacting reservoir embankments, almost 
universally followed by American engineers, is' to specify 
that the earth shall be spread evenly over the surface in 
layers vf from 4 to 6 inches in depth, then moistened and 
rolled with grooved rollers weighing from 100 to 300 lbs. 
per inch of tread. In most instances the number of times 
each layer is rolled is left to the decision of the engineer, 
but some specify a minimum roller travel in miles for each 
1000 cubic yards excavated. 
Opinions differ as to the amount of water to use. In 
gravel puddle, or what the writer has termed, clay concrete, 
in which the percentage of- clay is small, a large amount of 
water can be used with good results: This mixture unques-
tionably makes the safest embankment. 
To those who persist in using chiefly clay, it may be said 
that the addition of water to moisten the layers is of doubt-
ful benefit. The effect of water on comparatively dry clay 
is to increase its bulk, and no amount of rolling will make 
it quite so compact as it would be if rolled to the same ex-
tent in a dry state. 
In reference to compacting materials by depositing them 
uuder water, as was done on the Ogden reservoir, by means 
of a canal in the center, the reader will note that this method 
is applicable only to gravel puddle, or clay concrete, contain-
ing less than 25 per cent. clay. A higher percentage of 
clay would render the embankment so soft that it could not 
be traversed by teams, but the method is particularly well 
adapted to earth containing either no clay or very little. 
In so far as the author knows, this method has never 
bE-en tried before. If the reader, however, compares tests 
No. 1c, No. 2c, No. 3c, and No. 4c, with corresponding 
tests (b) and (a), he will find that, when the percentage of 
clay is small, as compact a mass can be made by simply 
pouring the earth into water and mixing as by moistening 
with water and thoroughly ramming. 
It is, however, from practical experience rather than from 
the few preceding experimental tests, that the writer bases 
the following conclusions: 
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1. Earth deposited under water is freed from the greater 
part of the air confined in the open space. 
2. Earth containing grains of different sizes packs better 
under water than in air. 
3. Embankments built of dry earth, or earth mois:ened 
and packed, are more liable to be inju~iously affected by 
capillary action than embankments, or portions of embank-
ments, built under water. . 
4. Makin~ provision during construction for a canal hold-
ing ~ater in the center of the embankment, is a practical 
test, before completion, of the safety' of the stru·cture. 
5. Most of the advantages of a center core are gained by 
this mode of construction without the disadvantage of hav-
ing distinct lines of separation between an earth and a ma-
sonry wall. 
6. Where water is abundant and easily applied, the mid-
dle portion of earth dams can be more cheaply compacted 
under water than by, sprinkling and rolling. 
CORE WALLS. 
In the New England states perhaps 85 per cent. of all the 
earthen dams now in existence have been built with core 
walls of puddled clay, masonry, or concrete. In Cali-
fornia, the Rocky Mountain Region, and as far east as 
Pensylvania and New York, masonry core walls are seldom 
in trod uced. . 
About a year ago, the writer sent the following questions 
to a large number of hydraulic engineers' and water-works 
superintendents: 
Ques. 1. If the reservoir dam is built with a center core, 
state the materials used and mode of construction. 
Ques. 2. Give the following dimensions of the centre 
core, bottom width at original surface. top width, depth of 
base below original surface, width of base at bottom, height 
over all. 
Ques. 3. Does the water in your opinion percolate through 
the inner portion of the embankment to the center core? 
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. 
Ques. 4. Speakirlg generally, do you think the additional 
security gained by a center or masonry core justifies the ex-
tra expense? . 
The replies received to the above queries were so conflict-
ing that it was impossible to harmonize the opmlOns ex'-
pressed. If a classification were attempted it would be 
something like the following: 
(1) Those whQ consider a masonry core wall essential. 
(2) Those who consider any kind of a core wall an ele-
ment of weakness and a useless expenditure of money. 
(3) Those who wou~d insert a masonry core wall as an 
additional safeg-uard in all important structures, the failure 
of which might endanger life or property. 
(4) Those who would be guided entirely by the quality 
of the materials and the c0nditions connected with each 
case. 
The chief adv~ntages of a masonry core wall are: 
(1) It prevents animals from burrowing through the 
embankment. 
(2) It may prevent percolation . . 
The chief di.sadvantages are: 
(1) The additional cost. 
(2) The unequal settling of unlike inaterials of different 
density and weigh t. 
(3) The liability of the earth in the upper part of the 
embankment becoming saturated and increasing the press-
ure on the wall much beyond the designed limit. 
(4) The tendency of the wall to crack on account of the 
expansion and contraction due to changes of temperature, 
presence of water back of th~ wall, or on account of the 
unequal settling. 
It has always seemed to the writer that the adv:antages 
to be gained from a masonry core wall are in no measure 
commensurate to the disadvantages arising from its use. 
A 12 inch brick wall laid in asphalt will prevent the 
bun:owing of animals as effectively as a concrete wall six 
feet in thickness. Besides, it is doubtful if there is 'an ani-
mal in existence which will burrow, for the sake of the 
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pleasure to be derived from the exercise, through a well 
made gravel puddle. In the Western States cement con-
crete costs per cubic yard in place from $6 to $7, while earth 
suitable for earthen dams can be conveyed in wheel scrapers, 
puddled and rolled, for from 12 to 20 cents per cubic yard. 
A yard of concrete is thus equivalent to nearly 45 yards of 
puddled earth. The most protlQunced advocate of concrete 
core walls will hardly dare maintain that the relative utility 
of equal volumes of a concrete wall and the adjacent earth-
en embankment is as 45 to 1. 
In considering the safety of earth dams with masonry or 
concrete heart walls, the late J ames B. Francis assumed 
that the full hydrostatic head would be exerted against the 
wall, and that as the wall alone was wholly inadequate to 
sustain this pressure, the earth on the down-stream side had 
to be made of sufficient weight to resist the total pressure. 
Desmond Fitzgerald, in describing the high earth dams 
recently constructed under his supervision for the Boston 
Water-Works, lays down a similar assumption. One em-
bankment is 65 feet high, has an inner slope of 2 to 1, an 
outer slope of 2 to 1 and 2Yz to 1, a berm 6 feet wide on each 
side, and a concrete core wall 10 feet thick at the base and 
2 feet at the top. *"In considering," he says, "the stabil-
ity of this kin~ of an embankment, we must assume that 
the full head of the reservoir is carried to the core wall." 
The writer fails to see the benefits to be gained' by this 
. proces~ of reasoning based on such an assumption. In the 
first place, hydraulic engineers are nearly unanimous in the 
opinion that the inner part of the embankment should be 
the most impervious, and that if it cannot be homogeneous 
in structure the materials should be '30 placed that the im-
perviousness of the inner part should change gradually to 
the porosity of the outer. In following this practice it 
would be impossible in all well executed structures for the 
full head, or any head of water, to be exerted against a 
center wall. 
If the intention is to place all the impervious materirl 
*Journal of the New England Water Works Association, Vol. VIII p.145. 
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near the centre and next to the core wall, the design is one 
of the worst that can be conceived. In such an embank-
ment there is a porous mass of earth next to the water, 
through which the latter can readily seep or percolate, then 
a heart wall encased in clay puddle much too weak to sus-
tain the hydrostatic presure, and back of this a second por-
ous mass of earth too weak in itself to retain the impounded 
water. 
Opinions differ so widely in relation to core walls in the 
center of earth dams that the writer has deemed it wise 
to insert a number of cuts illustrating the more common 
types in order that western engineers and irrigators might 
have an opportunity of studying the subject and in the end 
adopting that form of construction which is best suited to 
the conditions of each locality. 
Figure 2 shows an outline sketch of an' earth dam de-
signed by the writer for the Paradise Irrigation Co., Cache 
County, Utah, 'located in East Canyon Creek. No paving 
is shown. In this instance bed rock was covered to a depth 
of from 10 to 20 feet by boulders, cobblerock and gravel. 
To render this porous mass watertight a concrete wall ex-
tends from bedrock to some distance above the surface. 
This sketch is typical of many reservoir sites in the West 
and when well desigued and constructed makes a safe em-
bankment. 
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FIG,' 3.-Showing a vertical cross-section of the celebrated Ashti Tank of India. 
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In Fig. 3. is given an outline of a cross-section of the 
celebrated Ashti Tank or Dam of India, built under the 
supervision of Chas. T. Burke, M. Inst. C. E. in order to 
give relief by providing work at the State's expense from 
the famine of 1876. The embankment is nearly 2,% miles 
long and 58 feet at its highest point and is composed of 
red and brownish soils of a clayey nature with seleded ma-
terial between. The puddled tre'nch consists of two parts 
sand ·and three parts bla.ck soil. The ingredients were 
moistened, carefully mixed and worked by the feet of men 
and then kneaded into balls by women and dashed from a 
height into the trench. I 
Figure 4 shows a cross-section with dimensions of the 
Waban Hill Reservoir of Newton, Mass., H. N. Hyde, Jr., 
Superintendent. The outer slope was soiled and the inner 
slope paved with rock in a manner similar to that shown in 
Fig. 10. 
/ , 
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~ 
FIG. 4.- Showin g- a core-wall of puddled cla y in the sec tion of the Waban Hill R ese rvoir dam at Newton, Mas>.; . 
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Through the kindness of D. H. Maury, Jr., Superintend-
ent of the Peoria Water Co. of Peoria, Ill., I am enabled to 
insert sketch Fig. 5. This reservoir was designed by Chester 
B. Davis of Chicago and is somewhat peculiar in that the core 
wall is of brick 12 inches thick placed on a footing of con-
crete 2 Yz feet wide set 3 feet below the original surface. 
For the information from which the sketch shown in Fig. 
6 was made, the writer is indebted to S. G. Stoddard, Jr., 
Engineer of the Bridgeport Water Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 
It shows a cross-s·ection of Easton Lake No. 2 Reservoir 
built in 18Y4 by the Bridgeport Hydraulic Co., and is typi-
cal of many of the more costly dams of New England. 
"'" -----------..--.-~. 
FIG. 6.-Showing a section of the Easton Lake No. 2 reservoir dam of Bridgeport, Conn. 
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F~gure 7 shows a section of the dam of the storage and 
distributing reservoir owned by the Amsterdam Water Co. , 
Montgomery County, New York, built by S . E. Babcock an 
engineer of wide experience. The reservoir ha~ a capacity 
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of 100,000,000 U. S. Gallons, is 65 feet deep at the lowest 
point and cost $65,000. 
From a personal letter received some time ago from Mr. 
Babcock, we quote the following: 
" The core wall was built of rubble masonry 2Yz feet wide 
on top with a batter of 2Yz to 1 on both sides and with 
buttress projections 3 feet deep and 4 feet wide, every 50 feet 
having gravel between the projections and 6 feet of puddle 
in front." 
These masonry buttresses with the layer of gravel be-
tween, serve a useful purpose in partially remedying one of 
the chief defects of masonry core walls. 
Clay-puddle, containing an excess of water, when packed 
in front of a masonry or concrete core wall is liable· to shrink 
thus forming a seam or opening between the two classes of 
materials. 
THE DIMENSIONS OF RESERVOIR 
EMBANKMENTS. 
The proper widths and slopes to adopt in the building of 
earthen dams cannot as yet be determitied by mathematical 
calculations. Our knowledge of soil physics is too meagre 
to admit of limiting the amounts of ma.terials used to the 
same extent that one wou~d in the construCtion, for ex-
ample, of a railroad bridge, or a roof truss. The dimen-
sions in each particular case must be left in a large measure 
to the good judgment and practical skill of the designer, or 
builder. 
The character of the materials, the purpose for which 
water is stored, and the natural conditions surrounding 
each site differ so widely , that it is impossible to lay down 
precise rules. Generally speaking, however, the dimen-
sions of each embankment will depend to a greater or less 
extent upon the following conditions:-
1. The danger to life and property in case of failure. 
2. The depth of water to be impounded. 
3. The height and force of the waves. 
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4. The angle of repose of the materials. 
5. The pressure which the materials can safely withstand. 
6. The necessity of a roadway on top of the embankment. 
7. The slope paving. 
8. The imperviousness of the materials. 
9. The existence of a centre core. 
10. The manner of construction. 
Top WIDTH.-When teams are used to convey the mater-
ials the smallest top-width must be at least six feet, since it 
requires that space to prevent horses, and partIcularly 
mules, from crowding. It is usually desirable to have a 
roadway paved with rolled gravel and a fence around the 
reservoir, in which case a top width of twelve feet or more 
would be ~equired. Where stability and security alone are 
concerned the top-width depends upon the elevatio.n of high 
water. 
HIGH WATER LINE.- In cold climates like those of Canada 
and the Northern States, it is important that the high 
water line be kept below the frost line in the upper portion 
of the dam. Failures have .been caused by the earth freez-
ing in the trapezoidal section ABC D Fig. 8, which ele-
vated the section sufficiently to allow the water to pass 
along the division line C D. 
FIG. 8. 
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Failure might also be caused in weak embankments by 
the formation of ice at the flow-line. If the force due to 
the expansion of a stratum of ice were to be exerted at C 
against a frozen mass ABC D, it might be sufficient to dis-
turb the upper part of the embankment and endanger the 
whole structure. 
In both cold and warm climates there is the danger of 
waves overtopping the embankment. The maximum height 
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of waves which might occur on the surface of any reservoir 
of known dimensions may be roughly estimated by Stephen-
son's formula H = 1.5 F~ -1- 2.5 F~ in which H is the 
height of the waves in feet and F the fetch or distance in 
nautical miles through which the waves act. According 
to the above formula the heights of waves on ordinary reser-
voirs would vary from two to three feet. On the smallest 
the waves would be more than two feet high and seldom 
more than thr~e feet on the largest. It is evident, th~re­
fore, that this formula does not apply to small surfaces of 
water, but as the error is on the side of safety, and since the 
top of even small reservoirs should be at least two feet above 
high water, the formula can be trusted to give approximate 
results. 
BREADTH OF EMBANKMENT AT THE FLOW-LINE.-The 
practice of the writer for years in designing the cross-sec-
tions of reservoir embankments has been to determine first 
the l?readth at the flow-line. Then through the extremities 
of this distance converging lines can be drawn to suit the 
angle of repose of the material and other necessary condi-
tions. Great differences exist as to this dimension. While 
writing this article there lie before the author the descrip-
tions of five reservoirs each 30 feet deep, and their respective 
breadths at the flow-line are 28 ft., 34 ft.; 45 ft., and.53 ft. 
After making ample allowance for a difference in the qual-
ity of the materials, there should not be a difference of near-
ly 100 per cent. in the width of the embankments, providing 
the work in each case has been carefully done. 
With a view to unifying the results and economizing ma-
terial, the writer obtained by circular letters. private cor-
respondence and otherwise, descriptions of about 100 reser-
voirs located in nearly every State of the Union. Out of the 
hundred 75 were chosen as typical of existing conditions, 
and their depths of water and breadths of embankment at 
the flow-line were plotted on cross-section paper. 
The co-ordinates for each of the 75 reservoirs were the 
abscissa(x)which represented the breadth .in feet of the em-
bankment at the flow-line, and the ordinate (y) which re-
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presented the depth in feet of the water in the reservoir. 
The curve formed by joining all the points wa~ so nearly 
that of a straight line . that the following equation of a 
straight line was adopted. 
y=x-5. 
For outer and inner slopes of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical 
and with the top of the embankment from 2 to 6 ft. above 
the flow-line, the above empirical formula gives/top-widths 
and flow-line widths for depths of water from 10 to 45 feet 
as follows: 
TABLE VI. 
Depth of 
loute r s lope. 
Dis tance b e- Breadth tween top of 
water in Inne r s lope. T op widt h. embkt. and at 
reservoir . s urf . of wat ' r flow-line. 
Ft. Ft. F t. Ft. 
10 2t~ 1 2 t,9 1 7 2 15 
15 8 3 20 
20 " 
,. 11 3% 25 
25 ,. " 14 4 30 
30 " " 19 4 35 35 " " 22 4% 40 
40 " , " 25 5 45 45 " " 31 6 55 
In impounding water to a depth greater than 40 or 50 
feet safe construction requires the introduction of berms. 
Thus in a reservoir 60 feet deep, there should be near the 
middle of each slope a berm of 5 or 6 ft. in width, and when 
we deduct the width of these two berms, the top width is 
limited to about 30 ft., while the formula still holds ap-
proximately true. 
OUTER AND INNER SLOPEs.-Regarding the 75 typical 
reservoirs referred to on preceding page, it may be here 
stated that their inner slopes varied from a maximum of 4 
to ] to a minimum of 1 to 1, and averaged 2.61 to 1, while 
their outer slopes averaged 2.1. 
OUTER SLOP ES . 
2 rese rvo i rs 1 to 1 
23 1~ "1 
1% "1 
41 2" 1 
2~ " 1 
2~ "1 
3 " 1 
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TABLE VII. 
75 R eser voirs, average 2 to 1. 
INNER SLOPES . 
2 reservoIrs 1 to 1 
23 1~ "1 
1% .• 1 
31 " 1 
2% " 1 
2% " 1 
11 3 
2 4 " 1 
75 R eservoirs, average 2.61 to 1 
It is evident from the foregoing that American practice 
in adopting slopes to earth embankments does not often 
vary from 2 horizontal to 1 vertical. 
SLOPE PAVING. 
In every earth dam there are two principal slopes; an 
outer or down-stream, and an inner, or water slope, as it is 
called. The outer slope needs little protection. To pre:-
vent the penetration of frost and the cutting away of the 
embankment by heavy rains it is usually heavily soiled and 
s eeded down to grass. Mr. Clemens Herschel, an eminent 
hydraulic engineer of New England, has recently adopted 
a new mode of protecting the outer slope by paving it with 
-cobblerock and boulders. * 
In the Rocky Mountaip region rough stones are usually 
abundant near all reservoir sites, and the example set by 
Mr. Herschel can be profitably followed throughout the 
West wherever rock is abundant and easily obtained. 
To prevent the destructive effects of waves, ice and frost, 
to facilitate the removal of silt and aquatic vegetation, to 
prevent animals from burrowing into the bank and in many 
cases to prevent percolation through the bottom and sides, 
some kind of paving is usually required. 
"*lournal of the New England Water Works Association, Vol VIII. p. 20. 
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The following brief notes obtained by circular letters de-
scribing the methods of paving and the materials used in 
more than thirty reservoirs of the United States will give 
the reader a fairly correct idea of existing conditions: 
WATER WORK RESERVOIR 4i FT. DEEP. 
CHARLOTTSVILLE, VA. 
"Inside slope of dam is paved 12 inches thick with ordi-
nary stone rip-rap." 
E. F. HARRIS, Supt. 
LAKE MONTEBELLO RESERVOIR 31 FT. DEEP. 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
"Inside slope is rip-raped with broken stone for a distance 
of 2 feet above and 3 feet below the flow-line." 
WM. BENTHALL, Ass't. Engineer. 
TATNUCK BROOK RESERVOIR 30 FT. DEEP. 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
"Paved 24 inches thick at top and 18 inches thick at 
bot~om of inside slope with field stone of large size, having 
interstices filled with smaller stones." 
FRED. A. MCCLURE, Supt. 
WA'l'ER WORKS RESERVOIR 16 FT. DEEP. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICb. 
"Bottom of reservoir is paved 12 inches thick, inside slope 
from 12 inches at bottom to 2 inches at top with cobble stone 
laid in cement concrete. Frost has loosened some of the 
cobble stone at the water-line." 
H. A. COLLAR, City Engineer. 
I "DIAN CREEK RESERVOIR 50 FT. DEEP. 
BOISE, IDAHO. 
"Inside slope rip-rapped with basalt 18 inches thick." 
CRAS. L. SWAN, Engineer. 
STORAGE RESERVOIR 65 FT. DEEP. 
AMSTF.RDAM. N. Y. 
"Face of dam is rip-rapped 1Yz feet deep, hand placed. 
Frost never affects rip-rap. Don't believe in paving.." 
S. E. BABCOCK, Engineer. 
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STORAGE RESERVOIR 15 FT. D·EEP. 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
"A Berm five feet wide at middle of slope; rip-rap below 
berm; paved with stone above. I Paving laid on grave1 lin-
ing a few inches thick." 
WATER WORKS RESERVOIR, 26 FEET DEEP. 
EII:IE,PA, 
"Bottom of reservoir puddled with 18 inches of brick clay 
put on dry and rolled solid every three or four inch cvurse. 
Paved with brick laid flat on bottom (2 inches thick) and 
laid on edge on sides ( 4 inches thick ) with cement after be-
ing laid." 
WM. HINNEL, Sec.-Treasurer. 
BIRMINGH;AM RESERVOIR,42 FEET DEEP. 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 
"Rough sand stone rip-rap 12 inches thick." 
W. J. MILNER, Supt. 
STO.L{AGE RESERVOIR, 24 FEET DEEP. 
P EORIA. ILL. 
"Six inches of concrete laid on bottom in about 10 foot 
squares separated by two rows of brick placed on edge. 
Water slopes lined with brick 8 inches thick. Frost in win-
ter occasionally cracks the bricks at the water surface." 
DABNEY H. MAURY, Supt. 
CHERRY V ALLEY RESER,\;OIR, 35 FEET DEEP. 
"The inside slope of the dam is covered with rubble pa v-
ing from 12 to 24 inches in thickness, covered with about 
6 inches of selected hard pan to fill the interstices near the 
surface. " 
J. C. HANCOCK, Supt. 
CACHE LA POUDRE RESERVOIR, 30 FT. DEEP. LARIMER AND WELD " 22"" 
NORTHEltN COLORADO. 
"Inside slope of both reservoirs rip-rapped with moun-
tain sandstone 1 foot thick laid on 2 feet of gravel." 
En. BAKER, Engineer. 
GREELEY, COLO. 
WATER WORKS. RESERVOIR, 14 FT. DEEP. 
ANN ARBOR , MICH. 
'Slopes protected by rubble or cobble stone." 
CHAS. E. GREEN. 
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YrARLE'l"rE LAKE RESERVOIR, - FT. DEEP. 
VIRGJ 'IA CITY, NEVADA . 
"Front of dam paved with rubble. Stone and ice some-
times displace or disarrange the rubble but not seriously." 
J. B. OVERTON. 
STORAGE RESERVOIR, ~5 FT. D EEP. 
SOl'THING TON, CONN. 
"The water slope ot the dam was covered 18 inches in 
depth with small broken stone, over which was laid a pav-
ing of large stone 15 inches in depth." 
J. H. McKENZIE. 
DISTRIBUTING RESERVOIR 17 FT. DEEP. 
ROCHESTER, N . Y. 
'''On bottom of reservoir 4 inches of gravel spread over 
surface of clay puddle 12 to 18 inches thick hauled from 
brick yard. Rip-rap 24 inches thick below berm. Stone 
paving 18 inches thick above berm." 
E. KINCHLING, Chief Engineer. 
SCHUYLKILL RIVER RESERVOIR 13 FT. DEEP. 
CONSHOHOCKEN , PA. 
" Twe1 ve inches cement concrete on bottom, 4 inches brick 
on 12 inches cement concrete on slopes. Concrete composed 
of 1 cement, 3 sand,S broktm trap rock." 
\V.E. FERRIER, Supt. 
WATER-WORKS RESERVOIR 30 FT. DEEP. 
SHERBURNE, N. Y. 
"Paved with stone 12 inches thick set at an angle of 
about 60 degrees. Space filled with gravel." 
W. E. DAVIS, Supt. 
STORING AND RECEIVING RESERVOIHS. 
NEW B EDFORD, MASS. 
"The inside slope of storing reservoir dam is protected 
by a paving of large sized boulders. The inside slope of 
the receiving reservoir has a lining of granite blocks 1 foot 
thick. " 
R. C. P. COGGESHALL, Supt. 
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WATEH-WORKS RESERVOIR 15 FT. DEEP. 
WALTHAM, MASS. 
"Bottom and water slopes paved with granite slabs 12 
inches thick, laid dryas closely as possible." 
L. BROWN, Supt. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
"We have six reservoirs from 20 to 41 feet deep, paved 
with stones about what two men can lift, placed close to-
gether and filled in with smaller stones." 
HENRY A. AYERS, Supt. 
LOW SERVICE RESERVOIR No.2, 21 FT. DEEP. 
PORTLAND, OR. 
"Paved with brick coated with % inch California asphalt 
laid fiatwise in paving pitch." 
J. HENRY SMITH. 
EASTON LAKE RESERVOIR No.2, 51 FT. pEEP. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONN . 
"Cobble rip-rap 24 inches thick at bottom of slope and 
15 inches at top." 
S. G. STODDARD, JR., Engineer. 
WATER-WORKS RESERVOIR 47 FT. DEEP. 
COVINGTON. Ky. 
"The water slopes are reveted with stone blocks 12 inches 
thick, laid in cement on a foundation of broken stone 12 
inches deep." 
W. H. GLORE, Supt., 
The farmers of Colorado frequently protect their small 
irrigating reservoirs from wave action by wheat straw held 
in place by strands of barb wire. 
Where brush and willows are plentiful it is not uncom-
mon to thatch the water slope with bundles of willows. 
The better class has its bundles bound and anchored by gal-
vanized steel wire. More generally, however, heavier 
brush is used and anchored with stone or slag. Occasion-
ally the rock or slag is dumped into the water from the top 
of the inner slope and allowed to roll into position. 
/ 
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FIG. 9.-Wooden pav ing. 
Fig. 9 shows a cheap method of slope paving by the usc 
of inch boards. It was designed by the writer as a tempor-
ary expedient until a more permanent paving could be put 
down. It was laid five years ago and has fulfilled all pur-
poses so well that the owners have now no intention of sub-
stituting a costlier paving for it. About 2 feet above and 
about 8 feet below the water level when the reservoir is full 
red pine boards extend along the slope and are nailed to 
joists 3x8 inches imbedded in the bank and anchored at 
intervals in the manner shown. 
FIG . lO.-Stone pav ing. 
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By far the most common kind of paving consists of rough 
rock, hand placed upon a layer of gravel or broken rock. 
This type of paving is illustrated in Fig. 10. 
In the best class of reservoirs the stones are dressed on 
all but the bottom end and set in Portland cement mortar. 
Near the flow-line the stones are placed on a bed of con-
crete and well grouted with cement mortar. The more 
common practice, however, is to use rough stones and fill 
the interstices with gravel. Many failures have been re-
corded in this kind of paving but in nearly every instance 
they have been caused by the washing away of part of the 
embankment immediately beneath the rip-rap or stone 
pitching. To ensure safety from the earth being washed 
by waves. sufficient broken rock or gravel should first be 
laid and the spaces between the paving stones carefully 
:filled and tamped with rock or gravel of the proper size. The 
stone pitching may vary in depth from 1 to 2,% feet, de-
pending upon the height and force of the. waves and upon 
the action of ice and frost as well as the sudden lowering 
of the water level of the reservoir. 
FIG. n .-Ce me nt concret e pav ing. 
The usual form of cement concrete lining is shown iu 
Fig. 11, consisting of a layer of screened gravel, or broken 
rock well rammed, upon which is laid the requisite thick-
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ness of concrete. For a short distance both above and be-
low the flow-line, stone pitching laid in cement mortar 
on a thin bed of cement concrete should be substituted for 
the cement concrete; for the reason that the stone if of a 
good quality is better able to withstand without injury the 
action of frost and waves. 
Water slopes lined with cement concrete fail usually in one 
of two ways; either the foundation is insecure or the bank 
settles. Quite often a layer of clay is first put down with 
no intermediate porous stratum of gravel, or small stones, 
and when the water is rapidly drawn down in the reservoir 
the wet mass of clay is liable to "slump" and carry with it 
the concrete lining. 
Engineers and superintendents frequently build reservoirs 
in earth and line the inner slopes and bottom with cement 
concrete before the banks have properly settled and with-
out first thoroughly soaking the interior walls. In a pro-
perly made bank there will be no subsidence to speak of, but 
to pave a reservoir without first allowing the water to re-
main up to high-water mark for days and even weeks, is to 
invite failures. 
The Cemetery Hill reservoir of Colorado, built in 1886-87 
by the writer as engineer-in-charge, in accordance with 
plans and specifications prepared by chief engineer Allen, 
was not lined until 1890. In the spring of that year, it was 
paved with Portland cement concrete, of which the greatest 
thickness did not exceed four inches. .Five years later 
(1895) the writer examined the lining and found no failures, 
not even a crack. He attributes the success of this paving 
to the stable condition of the banks and to the water soaked 
state of the interior. 
In. the vicinity of Beaver Brook, .Colorado, the farmers 
can get no water from wells. They obtain their domestic 
supply from the irrigating canals in summer and the water 
is rUli into cisterns lined with cement mortar or concrete. 
After many failures the writer suggested that they soak the 
bottom and sides of the newly excavated cisterns for weeks, 
then remove the water, ram gravel over the entire interior 
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and line with cement conc;:rete. It was found that a much 
thinner coating would suffice when the foundation was pre-
pared in this manner. 
FIG. 12.- As phalt concre te pav i ng . 
Fig. 12 shows a portion of a slope paved with asphalt 
concrete. This concrete is composed of clean sand, gravel 
and liquid asphalt in about the following- proportions: 
Gravel. . . . . . . ..... 70 per cent. by weight 
Sand.. .. .. . .. . . .... . . 30" .," " 
Liquid asphalt .. 10 to 15 " "" " 
The sand and gravel are heated to a temperature of over 
300 deg. Fahrenheit and mixed with the liquid asphalt ~t a 
slightly lower temperature. It is put on hot in a manner 
similar to street paving and varies from 1 to 4 inches in 
thickness. 
The use of asphalt for reservoir lining is of recent date 
and as far as the writer is aware was introduced some five 
years ago by Mr. Sutherland Hutton of Los Angeles, Cal., 
who gave to the writer a copy of specifications of one of the 
first reservoirs ever lined with that material in Southern 
• California. 
The first to adopt this lining in the Rocky Mountain re-
gion 'Yas C. P. Allen, Chief Engineer of the Citizens Water 
Co., of Denver who, by the advice of J. D. Schuyler, C. 
f San Diego,' CaL, paved in 1891 the two large storage 
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and distributin~ reservoirs in the Highlands west of Denver. 
Last winter a commission composed of three prominent 
members of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
Me~srs. Trautwine, Hering, and Major Raymond, recom:' 
mended the same material for two reservoirs belonging to 
the Philadelphia Water Works. 
Their specifications for asphalt concrete are as follows* 
( 1. ) "The asphalt concrete shall be composed of the 
mel ted asphalt and broken stone. 
(2.) "The largest of the pieces into which the stone is 
broken shall pass through a 172 inch ring, and shall not be 
more than 2 Yz inches in length. The stone sh.all be used as 
it comes from the crusher and without screening; and 
gravel and sand shall be added to it in such proportions as 
the engineer may direct. 
(3) "The broken stone with its admixture of gravel shall 
be heated in iron pans or kettles to such temperature as ' the 
engineer may direct, and the melted asphalt shall then be 
poured over it in such proportion as to insure the covering 
of each particle of stone, etc. , with asphalt; and the whole 
mass shall be thoroughly incorporated. 
(4.) "The concrete thus formed, while still hot, shall be 
laid in place in such manner as to avoid disintegration ' of 
its Il1ass, and thoroughly tamped or rolled, or both, in the 
discretion of the engineer, to a final thickness of 3 inches." 
Owing to the abundance of asphalt (some of which is 
nearly pure bitumen) in the South-eastern portion of this 
State, it is highly probable that its use will soon be extended 
and that not only reservoirs but in many instances earthen 
canals and lumber flumes will be lined with it. Asphalt 
has, however, one serious defect which engineers have not 
yet been able successfully to overcome. A hot sun or warm 
weather will cause it to slid~ down the slope. 
*Engineering News, Vol. XXXV, page 165. 
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FIG. 13.-Brick and asphalt pav ing. 
The principal defect in asphalt concrete referred to above 
is overcome by using brick dipped in liquid asphalt as 
shown in Fig. 13. The thin coating of liquid asphalt pre-
serves the brick which , is dipped before being laid and a 
thorough grouting and surface coat of the same material 
renders the lining water-tight while the rigidity of the 
brick effectually prevents sliding. 
The low service reservoir built in 1894 for the city of 
Por~land, Oregon. according to information received from 
J. Henry Smith, Supt. of Streets,and Emery Oliver, Asst. 
City Engineer, was lined with two courses of brick laid flat 
wise in paving pitch and afterwards covered with a quarter 
inch coating of California asphalt. 
The Portland reservoirs appear to have been well designed 
and constructed under the able supervision of Isaac W. 
Smith as Chief Engineer and J as. D. Schuyler, Consulting 
Engineer; but it seems to the writer that it would be a ser-
ous mistake to use any kind of pitch when asphalt can be 
obtained at its present Utah rates. 
OUTLET PIPES AND CONDUITS. 
There are at least three distinct ways of drawing off the 
water stored in reservoirs. 
(1) By means of a tunnel excavated in solid rock. 
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(2) By laying a ptpe at or near the lowest part of the 
dam. 
(3) By syphoning the water over a part or over the wbole 
of tbe e~bankinent. 
In large dams built between tbe rocky sides of canyons, 
the most secure outlet i3 througb a tunnel. A pipe of suf-
ficient size is then laid in the tunnel and tbe latter bulk-
beaded. Tbe upper end of tbe outlet pipe usually tenni-
nates in a stand pipe, or valve cbamber in whicb tbe valves, 
or gates, are placed. By this arrangement tbe water is 
permitted to flow from tbe reservoir witbout in any way 
interfering with tbe dam, and while a break in the outlet 
pipe, or valve, might result in the waste of much water it 
could not destroy the dam. 
The most common form of outlet consists in a pipe laid 
if possible in an excavated trench of natural earth and con-
trolled at the inner end by a gate placed in a valve cbamber, 
or inlet tower. Heavy cast iron pipes of the required di-
ameter are the most suitable for this purpose. 
Syphons are seldom used to withdraw water from storage 
reservoirs. In the distributing reservoirs of some water-
works there is syphon action from the bottom of the valve 
chamber to the bottom of the reservoir, which latter may be 
five or more feet lower, but tbe syphotl pipes are seldom laid 
as high as the surface level of a full reservoir. 
The liability to settle, the actiGn of frost 3.nd the danger 
of air leaks are hard to guard against. Besides at this ele-
vation (5000 feet) the air pressure is about 12lbs. per square 
inch corresponding to a height of 28 feet, and wben one de-
ducts probable losses in friction, entrance-bead, 'valves, etc. , 
tbe total bead to which the water would. ' rise by syphon 
action would not much exceed 25 feet. 
WASTE-WEIRS OR OVER-FLOWS. 
In tbe preceding articles mention has frequently been 
made of tbe }low-line. 
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In all well built reservoirs provision is made to draw off 
the surplus water and to prevent its rising beyond a fixed 
limit. This fixed limit may be somewhat higher than the 
flow-line, depending on the depth of water flowing through 
the waste-w~ir; but safety eequires that it be from 2 feet to 
six feet below the top of the embankment. 
For the largest class of storage reservoirs the safest kind 
of waste-weir or over-flow is that formed by blasting off the 
top of a rocky ridge down to the flow-line level. 
vVhen this is not practicable, a shallow, . wide canal can 
be excavated in either rock or earth a.round one end of the 
dam and carried down-stream sufficiently far to not inter-
fere with the dam. 
At other times the waste-way is made on the dam, of 
either wood, stone, or concrete and carried beyond the ·toe 
of the outer slope. 
Whatever method is followed, great care should be exer-
cised in making the waste-weir secure and of ample capac-
ity. When the foundation beneath the pipes is liable to 
settle and when the outlet pipe has of necessity to be laid 
through the embankment, it is customry to support each 
-section with a masonr:y or cement wall. At every third 
or fourth 12 foot section the wall is extended some distance 
. beyond the bottom, sides and top of the pipe to prevent 
water from escaping along the smooth outside of the outlet. 
These are termed stop-walls and the walls that are built 
near the upper end of the pipe for a like purpose are called 
wing walls. . 
In the cheaper earth dams of Western America, irrigators 
frequently use box flumes for outlets. In all but the smaller 
reservoirs this is false economy. Under such conditions 
ordinary lumber will decay in six years and the renewal of 
the flume, on account of the difficul~ies of excavating, will 
cost more than proper pi pes. 
Another method much in use in this State is a masonry 
conduit, though it is questionable if conditions ever arise 
that demand such work. Its cost and the difficulties to be 
encountered in inserting a valve, or stop gate on the reser-
_A 
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voir side usually render this mode of construction less desir-
able than metal pipes, and besides its effect is to seriously 
weaken the embankment. 
STATE SUPERVISION· OF DAMS AND 
RESERVOIRS. 
In conformity to Acts of Congress appropriating funds 
for the survey and segregation of irrigation reservoir sites, 
the engineers of the United States Geological Survey in the 
summer of 1891 located and surveyed 13 sites within the 
borders of this State, if we include Bear Lake which lies 
partly in Idaho. The total area segregated for these 13 
sites amounted to 25,693 2-3 acres; of which 22,765.0 acres 
are in Utah. 
In the following table, compiled from the U. S. Geologi-
cal Reports, are given the locality, source, capacity in acre-
feet and the approximate number of acres which each would 
irrigate, allowing 2 acre-feet of water (i. e. the amount of 
water required to cover 'an acre two feet deep) for each 
acre irrigated. 
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.s "'1 5 ~.~ .rlt; 
i:i5 t>. .... ~ <1)<1) 
.... Locality. Source. ·u~ ~,o 0 «l<1) <1)'" • 
0 0.";' ... .I:!'O 01", u bD<1) 
Z U'" -<.- ~ u 8bD «l 
1 Utah and Idaho, Bear Lake. Bear River and its tributaries, 408,000 104,000 
4 Big Cottonwood Canyon. Silver Lake and Big Cot. Creek. ~,500 1,450 
3 Twin Lakes. 450 445 
4 Mary's Lake 550 275 
5 Millard County . Sevier Ri ver 10,000 5,000 
6 Sanpete San pitch Ri ver . 9,000 4,500 
7 Piute Sevier 1,600 800 
8 East Fork Sevier. 3,000 1,500 
Otter Creek, 14,000 7,000 
10 Garfield East Fork Sev ier. 76,GOO 38.000 
11 Flake Meadow, Garfield Co. 3,500 1,700 
12 Iron County . Panquitch Lake. 10,700 5,350 
13 Blue Spring. 13,000 6,500 
TotaL. ... . . . ..... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ..... . . . . ... . . . .. . [354,3001176,150 
Some of the sites that were surveyed in 1891 have since 
been utilized, and many new sites have either been located 
a.nd the necessary works constructed, or have been located 
and the works are now in process of construction. 
The past five years have been a period of reservoir build-
ing and the cost of the projected but unfinished storage 
works of this State would aggregate several million dollars. 
The same topographical features-mountain and plain 
and river valJey-which afford so many excellent storage 
reservoir sites, increase many times the dangers due to fail-
ures. 
Comparatively few of the streams of Utah have a grade 
less than 100 feet to the mile and many of the mountain 
streams rush down an incline of 500 feet or more to the 
mile. On such ~teep slopes even a small body of water sud-
*The Location and Survey of Reservoir Sites by A. H. Thompson in 13th Annual 
Report U . S . Geol. Survey. 
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denly let loose is capable of doing great damage and for a 
reservoir dam to give way suddenly and precipitate thous-
ands of tons of water into the narrow valley of a canyon 
would mean death to the people living below, and destruc-
tion to their property. 
The damage done by the escape of small volumes of water 
was well illustrated by the reservoir located at the head of 
Three Mile Creek in Box Elder Co., which burst on the 7th 
of June last. 
The *dam had been originally 225 ft. long, 20 ft. on top, 
22 ft. high and a base of about 78 ft. at the deepest 
po in t. The en tire surface area did not exceed 3 % acre s 
and the volume which escaped on the morning of the 7th 
of June ]896, was less than 40 acre-feet, but this compara-
tively small body of water, iu a short time completely de-
stroyed three miles of canyon road, swept away two houses, 
and covered 200 acres of land with debris to a depth of from 
3 to 12 inches. That no Ii ves were lost seems almost mir-
aculous. 
A view of the broken dam taken from the down stream 
side looking up was taken by Mr. A. W. Compton of Brig-
ham, and is herein reproduced in Fig. 14 on front page. 
In view of the foregoing facts and many more that might 
be offered, the time seems to have arrived when the citizens 
of Utah need state · super vision of dams and reservoirs. 
Many of the co-operative irrigation companies that have 
either filed on reservoir sites, or have begun work upon the 
dams with the object of soon utilizing them to store irri-
gating water, are often . very weak financially and a false 
economy may induce the directors to begin work on a faulty 
design which will end in disaster. The worth of one life, 
lost by the failure of a reservoir dam may be estimated by 
the courts at a higher value than the additional amount of 
money that would have been required for its proper con-
struction itl the first place. However, until the strong arm 
of the law intervenes, many dam builders will be found 
For an account of this burst dam ee article in Brigham Bugler of Aug. 15, 1896, 
by the writer. 
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ready and willing to risk theh all on an exceedingly 
small margin of safety , and if such reckless persons .are 
allowed to build in any way they please, human lives will be 
sacrificed and valuable property destroyed. 
For the purpose of calling the attention of the Utah agri-
culturists to this important subject, the laws of Connecticut 
and Idaho concerni ng dams and reservoirs have been repro-
duced as an appendix to this Bulletin. 
The writer has also taken the liberty to introduce the 
foll owing paragraphs, entit led Sec. A on the same subject 
for which he is largely indebted to a recent enactment of 
the W yoming Legislature, prepared by Elwood Mead, M. 
Am. Soc. C. E., State Engineer, in the hope that they may 
contain some measures suitable to the present needs of 
Utah. 
SEC. A. Any individual, association, or corporation who 
shall desire to construct any dam above 5 ft. in height 
accross the channel of a running stream discharging at any 
time a volume greater than 10 sec.-ft., or any other dam in-
tended to retain water above 10 ft. in height shall submit 
duplicate plans and specifications of the proposed work to 
the State Engineer for his approval; and it shall be u nlaw-
ful to construct such dam until the said plans and speci-
fications have been approved. 
The plans of cross-sections, waste-weirs, outlet pipes and 
other structures forming a part ~f such dams, whether built 
of earth, stone, timber, or metal, shall be drawn on tracing 
linen to a scale of not less than 1 inch to 4 feet. The plans 
or maps of proposed reservoir sites shall also be drawn on 
tracing linen to a scale of not less than 200 feet to the inch 
and shall show the surface of the ground to be covered by 
the reservoir together with a sufficient number of five-foot 
contour lines which ·will enable the State Engineer to de-
termine approximately the capacity of said reservoir. 
The State Engineer shall have authority to inspect and 
examine, during construction, any dam authorized under 
the provisions of this section, or any ditch, canal, or other 
artificia\ channel discharging over fifty second-feet of water 
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and at the time of such inspection he may order the parties 
constructing such dam, or other hydraulic works to make 
any addition, or alteration, which .he considers necessary 
for the security of the work, or the safety of any person, or 
persons, residing on, or owning land lU the vicinity of 
such works. 
Should any person, or persons, residing on, or owning 
land in the neighborhood of any hydraulic works after com-
pletion, or in course of completion apply to the State En-
gineer in writing desiring .an inspection of such works, the 
State Engineer may order an inspection thereof. Before 
doing so, he may require the applicant for such inspection 
to make a deposit of a sum of money sufficient to pay the 
e"xpenses of an inspection and in case the application ap-
pears to him not to have been justified, he may cause the 
whole, or part of such expenses to be paid out of such de-
posit. In case the application appears to the State Engineer 
to have been justified, he may require the owner, or own-
ers of such work to pay the whole, or any part of the ex-
pense of such inspection. 
Many of the officers and directors of irrigation associa-
tions and corporations are unwilling to raise money to con-
struct storage reservoirs until better provision is made by 
State laws to govern the conveyance of the water from the 
reservoirs along the natural channels of the streams. 
At present, owing to the'fact that the State exercises no 
control or supervision over the waters of the State, the own-
ers of a reservoir may supplement the flow of some stream 
near its source by a continuous discharge from, their reservoir 
and experience great difficulty in being allowed to divert from 
the same stream their pro rata share at a point lower down. 
The risk involved in the possible loss of all the water stored 
and the litigation which may ensue when it is diverted have 
in the past much retarded the c~nstruction of storage reser-
voirs. 
The engineering features of the case are simple. Fig. 
15 may be regarded as typical of most of the conditions 
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likely to arise. A storage reservoir is built on the tribu-
tary of a river and the owners having turned into the river 
at B. a certain flow from the reservoir, wish to divert their 
pro rata share through a canal passing D. 1"'he volume to 
be diverted at D may be determined as follows: 
~ 
:: 
c,j 
u 
:: 
o 
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The creek, or tributary is measured at A and B and the 
difference between the results is the flow from the reservoir, 
providing the owners of the reservoir have n ot a primary 
right. The ri ~'er is then measured a t C and E while the 
canal at D is temporar ily closed. If the volume at E is 
greater than the combined flow a t C and B, there is a gain, 
d ue to seepag from the hill sides a nd the reservoir flow 
should all be diverted through D. On the other hand. if 
the flow at E is smaller, due t o' losses occasioned byevapor-
ation and percolation, the owners of the reservoir should 
bear their proportionate share of these losses. 
E XAMPLE:-By actual measurements, the volumes of water 
passing the points A, B, and C, were found. to be 10, 15, and 
150 sec. ft. respectively. With D closed, the volume pass-
ing E was found to be 136% sec. £"t. What volume should 
be diverted through D? 
Here the loss in the channel is ,83i sec. ft. and the pro 
rata loss on the 5 sec. ft. turned in from the reservoir is 3i 
sec. ft., hence the volume to be diverted is 4% sec. ft. 
SEC. B. Any person, association, or corporation, who 
desires to use the natural channel of any stream in which 
to convey the waters of any reservoir, lake, or sub-surface 
supply , shall first, in accordance with plans and specifica-
tions to be furnished free of charge by the State Engineer, 
construct measuring devices at suitable places to be desig-
nated by the State Engineer. 
When such measuring devices have been properly in-
serted at suitable places the State Engineer shall determine, 
or cause to be determined, the volume of water which the 
owner, or owners of the reservoir, lake, or other source of 
supply may divert from the stream at the lower terminus, 
making- due allowance for loss of water by absorption, seep-
age, and evaporation in its transmission over the portion of 
the natural stream so used. 
In closing, the writer wishes to acknowledge his indebt-
edness to Prof. John T. Caine, Jr., for many valuable sug-
gestions. 
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APPENDIX I. 
'rhe Connecticut Law Concerning Dams and 
l-teserv oi rs. * 
"SEC. 3696. The member of the Board of Railroad Com-
missioners who is a civil engineer, and one civil engineer re-
siding in each congressional district in this State to be ap-
pointed by him, shall constitute a board of civil engIneers, 
and have the supervision of all dams and reservoirs now ex-
isting or h ereafter constructed in any locality where by the 
breaking away of the same, life or property may be in 
danger of destruction." 
"SEC. 36Y7. The members of said board shall be sworn 
to faithfully and impartially perform the duties imposed 
upon them by this chapter, and shall continue in office for 
the term of two years and until others are appointed in their 
places and stead. They shall each receive $10 per day, and 
all necessary and reasonable expenses while actually em-
ployed in' the business of their office, to be paid as herein-
after provided. 
"SEC. 3698. The mayor and aldermen of any city, the 
warden and burgeses of any borough, the selectmen of any 
town, or a majority of them, upon the application of two or 
more persons, or corporations who would suffer loss or dam-
age by the breaking away of any dam or reservoir within 
said city, borough or town, shall forthwith inspect the 
same, and if in their opinion said dam or reservoir is not 
sufficiently strong and substantial to withstand the action 
of water under any circumstances which may reasonably be 
expected to occur, they shal1 at once notify one or more of 
the board of civil engineers to inspect the said dam or te- . 
servoir with them, and if in the judgment of the said en-
gineer said dam or reservoir is unsafe, they shall serve no-
tice on the person, or persons owning or having the care 
and control of the same, to place said dam or reservoir in a 
safe or permanent condition, under the supervision of one of 
the sa.id board of civil engineers, and when such repairs are 
com pleted and accepted by said civil engineer, he shall issue a 
certificate toosaid owner or persons owning or controlling the 
same, and also cause to be recorded upon the records of the 
town in which said dam is located, his doings, with a copy 
of the certificate so issued; but it said engineer shall find 
*Engineering News, Vol. XXIII, p. 355. 
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said dam or reservoir to be secure and safe, then the expense 
of such an inspection shall be paid by the town in which 
said dam or reservoir is located .. , 
"SEC. 3699. When any person or corporation proposes 
constructing a dam or reservoir in a locality where the life 
or property of any other person may be endangered through 
the insufficiency "thereof, the plans and specifications for 
such dam or reservoir shall be submitted to any member of 
said board of civil engineers, who shall examine the ground 
where the dam or reservoir is to be built, and the plans and 
specifications thereof, and if he approve the sa.me, he shall 
issue a certificate authorizing the constructi9n of such dam 
or reservoir, and no such dam or reservoir shall be con-
structed without such approval, and certificate." 
"SEC. 3700. The engineer under whose authority any 
dam or reservoir is being constructed, shall cause the work 
upon the same to be inspected at least three times before its 
completion, and if he 5hall be satisfied that such dam or 
reservor has been built in a substantial and safe manner, 
and in accordance with the plans and spe<;:ifications ap-
proved by him, and is strong and secure, he shall issue a 
certificate approving of the same, which certificate shall 
be recorded in the office of the town clerk of the town in 
which such dam or reservoir is located; and no such dam or 
reservoir shall be used until such certificate is obtained 
and recorded. " 
"SEC. 3701. The compensation and expenses of the 
board of engineers, or any of them, when acting under 
the provisions of the three preceding sections shall be paid 
by the person or corporation owning or constructing the 
dam or reservoir. " 
"SEC. 3702. The Superior Court shall have jurisdiction 
to render all judgments necessary to carry into effect the 
provision of this chapter." 
APPENDIX II. 
The Ida,ho Law Concerning Dams and Reservoirs. 
"SEC. 8. Any person, association or corporation who 
shall desire to construct any dam or dyke, for the purpose 
of storing or appropriating or diverting any of the waters 
of this State, when the same is to be more than ten feet 
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in height, except as oth~rwise in this Act approved, 
shall submit duplicate plans, drawings and specifications of 
the proposed work to the State Engineer who shall as speed-
ily as possible and within forty-five days, examine such 
plans, drawings and specifications, and, if he approve them, 
he shall affix his approval thereto, and return one copy of 
each such plan, drawing or specification, with his appr()val, 
to the party or parties proposing to construct the works. 
If the State Engineer disapprove of such plans, drawings or 
specifications, he shall return the same with his written ob-
jections thereto and suggestions of changes to the party or 
parties fili,ng 'the same: Provided, Where said dam or dyke 
is, in the opinion I)f said engineer, not of sufficient impor-· 
tance to have the provisions of this section apply to such 
dam or dyke, then said engineer shall have power upon 
written application to suspend the provisions of this section 
in regard to such dam or dyke." 
"In case of works of great importance, especially where 
life or pr:operty would be endangered by the failure of such 
works, the State Engineer may require excavations to be 
made to determine the character of the foundation, and re-
quire a statement of the facts in the case to be filed in his 
office before approving such pran, drawings or specifica- . 
tions; or he may, if he deems the public interest demands, 
visit the locality of such proposed works before approval of 
said plans, drawing or specifications; and no rights of any 
kind under the laws of this State shall be deemed to be ob-
tained, where the proposed works, as in this section pro-
vided, have not been approved by the State Engineer." 
"SEC. 9. Whenever any party or parties feel themselves 
aggrieved by the determination of the State Engineer in 
refusing to approve any plans or specifications as mentioned 
in the preceding section, then such party or parties may 
have an appeal to the courts." 
"SEC. 10. The State Engineer shall inspect, or cause to 
be inspected, as often as he thinks advisable, every dam or 
embankment used for holding water in this State, where 
the same is more than twelve feet in height; and if after 
any such inspection such dam or embankment, in the opin-
ion of the State Engineer, is unsafe and life or property 
liable to be endangered 9Y reason thereof, he shall order 
the owner or owners to repair the same so as to make it 
safe; and, if such owner or owners shall neglect or refuse 
to repair the same after a reasonable notice to that effect 
has been given in writing by the State Engineer, the said 
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State engineer shall report the facts in the case to the 
Judge of the District Court of the district in which such 
dam or embankment is situated, wh0 shall, after hearing the 
facts, if he deem it necessary for t he public welfare, order 
the water master of the district in which such dam or em-
bankment is situated, if there be one-if not, the sheriff of 
the county-to draw off such water from behind said dam 
or embankment, and to keep said water drawn off till such 
time as the orders of the State Engineer shall be complied 
with." . 
"SEC. 11. If any person or persons shall report in writ-
ing to the State Engineer that any dam or embankme:1t, 
used for holding water, is unsafe and endangering life or 
property, then it shaH be the duty of said State Enginee.r 
to inspect, or cause to be inspected, such dam or embank-
ment as soon as possible, and, if he considers it unsafe, 
shall proceed as provided in section ten of this chapter and 
Act. " 
SEC. 12. "The State Engineer shall, free of charge, 
give any information desired by any person as to the proper 
method of measuring water, or of constructing an apparatus 
for 5uch measurement upon proper application being made; 
and shall give special instructions to all watermasters as to 
measurement of water so as to secure a just distribution of 
the same." 
